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Abstract 

This study aims to understand the behavior of connection, which holds an important key to efficient designs of the cold-

formed steel structure. The focus is on examining parameters that affect the rotational stiffness and behavior of the cold-

formed steel connection made of single-lipped channel sections with a bolt and gusset plate system. The numerical study 

has been conducted using component-based finite element analysis, with the studied parameters including bolt diameters, 

number of bolts in the group, size of the bolt group, thickness of the cold-formed steel cross-section, and thickness of the 

connecting plate. The effect of the variables is evaluated and explained by comparison. The result of the study reveals that 

the rotational behavior of the connection depends on the details of the assembly. For the given base connection, the 

parameters that give the greatest effect on the rotation stiffness and the moment capacity are the number of bolts and the 

bolt diameters, whereas the parameter that provides the least effect is the bolt spacing. On the other hand, the bolt group 

size is the most influential parameter for the member connection. For both types of connections, the thickness of the cold-

formed steel section and the thickness of the gusset plate have shown limited effect on stiffness and strength. Using 

different variables in assembling the connection can also lead to different failure types, either bolt failure or excessive bolt 

hole deformation, which leads to plate failure. 

Keywords: Cold-Formed Steel; Bolt Connection; Rotational Stiffness; Parametric Study; Component-Based Finite Element Method. 

1. Introduction 

One of the interesting developments in steel structure work in recent years is the use of cold-formed steel sections 

either as structural elements or as supporting elements in the structure. Cold-formed steel contains many advantages that 

facilitate modern construction. First of all, the cold-formed steel section has high load resistance when compared to the 

weight of the part itself. The thinness and lightweight of the section ease its installation and assembly into a structure, 

making it possible to reduce construction labor [1]. Material preparation processes such as cutting, bending, and drilling 

holes for mounting bolts can be handled in the manufacturing plant, making the construction details precise and leading 

to easy quality control. Since both time and construction costs can be saved, the cold-formed steel very well meets the 

needs of modern construction, which focuses on construction speed. 

One of the key factors in the construction of cold-formed steel structures is how the members are connected. 

Connection between cold-formed steel members and between a member and a support point can be done via many 

techniques, including welding, bolting, and riveting [2, 3]. Based on the bolting technique, bolt holes can be pre-

fabricated in the plant, allowing easy, precise, and quick installation at the construction site. The bolt-gusset plate 
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connection system allows the force or bending moment to be transferred through bolts, also causing bearing on holes. 

Since cold-formed steel sections are generally thin, local deformation at the bolt holes in the joint may appear [4–6]. 

This results in semi-rigid rather than rigid behavior of the connection [7–9]. 

The flexibility of the connection has an influence on force distribution and the overall deformation of the frame. 

Some full-scale experiments were set up in order to study the effect of connection flexibility on the overall performance 

of the cold-formed steel portal frame [10–12]. The results from the laboratory tests showed that the deflection at the 

apex joint could be closely predicted when considering the connection flexibility due to the bolt hole elongation into the 

model [10]. The most realistic global response could be obtained via a simple structural model with consideration of the 

connection stiffness [11]. Similar results were reported in Wrzesien et al. (2015) [12] study, which increase in rotational 

stiffness of the joints had a significant effect on the frame deformation; the apex deflection was reduced to almost half 

by doubling the stiffness in their experiments. From the experimental tests in [13], it was also observed that the stiffness 

of the column base bolted connections directly correlated with the load-bearing capacity of the cold-formed steel frames. 

From these results, it is essential to understand the behavior of the connection, as well as the behavior of the members, 

in order to understand the behavior of the overall structure. 

The transmission of the bending moment through the connection can be expressed through the relationship between 

the bending moment and the rotational angle that occurs at the connection. The slope of such a graph is referred to as 

the rotational stiffness of the connection, which is an important parameter in designing cold-formed steel structures [6, 

10, 14]. Although the so-called component method can be used for the determination of the strength, stiffness, and 

deformation capacity of individual components, which are then combined to obtain the overall joint behavior, current 

standards such as AISC 360-16 [15] or EN1993-1-8 [16] stipulate that the best method to determine the moment and 

rotational angle characteristics of joints is to set up laboratory testing. There have been some laboratory and numerical 

experiments to obtain the connected parts based on different steel sections and connection configurations. For the bolt 

connection system, there were experiments with the connection of single or built-up cold-formed steel sections with the 

help of gusset plates [17–19] or connected directly without gusset plates [20–21]. Based on experimental and numerical 

results, there have also been many attempts to propose empirical models and numerical models used to assess joint 

rotational behavior [22]. 

The rotational stiffness and rotational behavior depend on many variables and differ according to connection styles. 

According to prior research, there have been some studies on the variables that influence the strength, stiffness, and 

ductility of cold-formed steel bolted connections. Bolt-group size, bolt arrangement, number of bolts, size of cold-

formed steel members, size of gusset plates, and addition of distinctive components were all investigated criteria. To 

date, some research has been conducted utilizing either numerical analysis or experimental experiments to understand 

the associated factors. The experiment in Hazlan et al. (2010) [20] indicated that adding more bolts and places of 

connection between members increased the moment resistance and stiffness of the connection. Similar results from [23] 

showed that an increase in the number of bolts, bolt spacing, and the thickness of the connecting members reduced 

deflection of the connecting members. For a bolt group, how bolts are arranged could also affect the stiffness of the 

joint. The optimum choice of bolt arrangement would be a square pattern or, preferably, a circular pattern. Using a 

proper bolt arrangement could delay bolt bearing failure and therefore increase the ultimate moment capacity and the 

ductility of the connection [24–26]. In Nagy et al.'s (2019) [27] work, a numerical study was performed using the 

component method [28], and some observations were noted. The rotational stiffness and the moment resistance increased 

as the member thickness and steel grade increased and as the diameter and steel grade of the bolts increased. Moreover, 

the size of the bolts showed some effects on the failure mode of the connection; applying sufficiently large bolts tended 

to cause failure of the steel profile, while failure of the bolts could be expected when using small bolts. 

According to the finite element calculations, the joint strength increased as the thickness of the member or gusset 

plate increased. However, it did not guarantee that joint stiffness would increase [29]. Adjusting other variables, such 

as bolt spacing, was a better alternative for increasing moment capacity than increasing member thickness [30]. The 

experimental results of beam-to-column cold-formed steel connections revealed that the beam depth was another factor 

that affected the connection's ability to withstand the bending moment; as the depth of the beam increased, so did the 

connection's ability to withstand moments [20, 31]. However, the results were affected by the placement of the bolt 

attachment. The use of gusset plates with stiffeners or larger plates also increased the moment resistance capacity. From 

the experimental tests [32–34], the higher strength and rotational stiffness of the member connections could be obtained 

by applying bolts on the flange in addition to bolts on the web of the steel section. Adding a sleeve element was also a 

way to increase the moment resistance and deformation of the connection. However, different types of elements brought 

different levels of load resistance and ductility. It was found that the gusset connection provided the lowest moment 

resistance and ductility when compared with the lipped connection and the link connection [35]. 

In the preceding literature, many variables have been investigated and found to be influential on the behavior of 

bolted connections. However, there is still a shortage of knowledge on how to alter the flexibility of the connection in 

an efficient manner. The aim of this work was to bridge the gap by understanding the behavior of the bolted connections 

of cold-formed steel structures and comparing the influence of the relevant parameters on the connection behavior. The 

primary focus is on the connections that are simple yet ubiquitous in portal frame systems constructed of single-lipped 
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channel sections. The frames are typical of Thailand's small to medium-cold-formed steel structures. A set of sample 

connections is modeled in IDEA StatiCa [36], which is component-based finite element modeling software. By 

simplifying the connection model, the effect of variables on the connection behavior can be more clearly seen. In this 

paper, five variables that affect the flexibility of the bolt-gusset plate system connections are selected for the parametric 

study, including bolt size, bolt spacing, number of bolts, thickness of the gusset plate, and thickness of the connected 

members. The effects of the variables on the behavior of the connection are discussed and compared. With this 

knowledge, the parameters involved can be modified more efficiently to achieve the desired behavior of the connection 

as well as the overall structure. The parametric study consists of four parts of work. The methodology is explained in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The methodology 

2. Samples 

2.1. The Portal Frame 

The building frame chosen in this study was a portal frame structure that resembled a small to medium-sized factory 

or warehouse. A series of transverse portal frames consisted of columns and rafters. Each frame member was made of 

the C30030 cold-formed steel-lipped channel section, for which its geometrical properties were as given in the catalog 

of LYSAGHT products [37]. The frame members were connected by a bolt-gusset plate system. The cold-formed steel 

section had an elastic modulus and a shear modulus similar to regular steel, which were equal to 210 GPa and 78 GPa, 

respectively. The yield strengths of the steel and the bolts were 450 MPa and 640 MPa, respectively. Each plane frame 

comprised two column base connections, two eaves’ connections, and an apex connection. The columns and rafters were 

made of the same single-lipped channel section. Geometrical information about the portal frame and its member section 

is defined in Figure 2. The frame members and joints used in this study were designed in accordance with the North 

American Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members AISI S100-2016 [38] to resist the 

design loads, including gravitational load and wind load, specified in DPT1311-50 Thailand wind code [39]. 

 

   
Figure 2. The portal frames 

2.2. The Connections 

In the portal frame made of single cold-formed steel channel sections, there are mainly two types of connections, 

namely base connections and member connections. At each column base, the base connection connects the column base 

to the concrete ground. In this study, the base connection using a U-shaped connector was selected. The U-shaped steel 
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strap was partially placed in the concrete, letting its two legs stick out of the concrete to allow connection with the 

flanges of the cold-formed steel member via a set of bolts. A row of bolts was aligned vertically, connecting both flanges 

of the cold-formed steel section to both sides of the strap (see Figure 3-a) [40]. 

  

(a) The base connection (b) The member connection 

Figure 3. Type of the connections  

Connections between cold-formed steel members are considered another connection type. Depending on their 

locations, an eaves connection connects a rafter to a column, and an apex connection connects two rafters together at 

the top position of the frame. In this study, members were connected via a simple bolt-gusset plate system. The bolts 

were distributed uniformly in rectangular patterns, as shown in Figure 3-b [41]. 

3. Numerical Modelling 

In this study, the rotational capacity of the cold-formed steel connections was numerically assessed using IDEA 

StatiCa [36], which is software based on the component-based finite element method (CBFEM) [42]. Based on the 

original concept of the component method described in Eurocode EN1993-1-8 [16], the CBFEM takes advantage of 

both the component method [43, 44] and finite element analysis. The cold-formed steel members were modeled using 

quadrilateral shell elements of four nodes, each composed of three translational degrees of freedom and another three 

rotational degrees of freedom, adding up to a total of six degrees of freedom. The bolts were modeled as special finite 

element components. The cold-formed steel was modeled as an elastic-plastic material based on the Von Mises yield 

criterion. The behavior was assumed to be elastic before reaching the yield plateau, according to EN1993-1-5 [45]. 

3.1. The Base Connection 

The base connection was modeled by assuming the bottom of the U-shaped steel strap to be completely fixed in solid 

concrete. The two steel plates protruding from the concrete slab were used for connecting the concrete slab to the channel 

section column, representing the two ends of the U-shaped steel strap protruding from the concrete ground. The concrete 

ground was assumed to be very rigid; therefore, the steel strap was fixed in place and held firmly. Twisting of the 

member section was disallowed. The connecting points were on its flanges, where bolts were distributed vertically. The 

geometrical model of the base connection is shown in Figure 4-a. 

  

(a) The base connection (b) The eaves connection 

Figure 4. The connections 

4. Validation of the Numerical Model 

The component-based finite element model [42], used in IDEA StatiCa Connection, has been well developed and 
verified by academic scholars so that it is reliable for use in engineering applications. The quality of the analysis results, 
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however, depends on the understanding and skills of the analyst. In order to prevent any modeling mistakes, the 
numerical model was validated to ensure well-accepted results of the proposed method of analysis before conducting 
the parametric study of the cold-formed steel connection. In this work, the laboratory experiments from the research 

works of Rinchen and Rasmussen (2019) [19] and Ali et al. (2010) [21] were used. 

In Rinchen & Rasmussen (2019) [19] study, each column base joint sample was created by connecting a single lipped 
channel cold-formed steel section to a U-shaped steel strap that was attached to the base plate (cf. Figure 5-a). All the 
attachments were set up using a bolting system. The samples were subjected to bending moments either on the major 
axis or the minor axis. To model the sample connection, material properties and geometrical information of the cold-
formed steel connection were applied as input in IDEA StatiCa Connection. The cold-formed steel section was modeled 

using the Von Mises criterion. Using the component-based finite element method, the bolt connection system was 
represented by a set of springs of different degrees of stiffness. The model geometry and the analysis result are illustrated 
in Figure 5-b. The outputs as initial rotational stiffness is collected in Table 1, showing that the numerical model could 
closely predict the experimental results. 

  

(a) Geometry (b) Analysis result 

Figure 5. The bolt connection sample for model validation using IDEA StatiCa 

Table 1. Results from the numerical test as compared to the experimental results 

Test sample Bending moment direction 
Initial stiffness (kN-m/rad) 

Experiment* IDEA StatiCa 

BC-1-1  Major axis 1200 1212 

BC-1-2 Major axis 1311 1212 

BC-2-1 Minor axis 143 94 

BC-2-2 Minor axis 92 94 

Remarks: *Results from the laboratory experiment by Rinchen and Rasmussen (2019) [19] 

The test specimens in [21] were created by attaching a single-lipped channel cold-formed steel member to a plate 

using different patterns of bolts. The results in Table 2 show that the numerical models could closely predict the 

experimental results in terms of the initial stiffness and the measured moments. 

Table 2. Results from the numerical test as compared to the experimental results 

Specimen description 

Measured moment resistance 

@0.05rad (kNm) 

Initial rotational stiffness 

(kNm/rad) 
Analysis/Experiment 

Experiment Analysis Experiment Analysis Moment Stiffness 

  

1.6 1.45 37 32 0.91 0.86 

  

2.5 2.50 51 59 1.00 1.16 

  

2.5 2.46 56 57 0.98 1.02 

  

3.4 3.40 90 92 1.00 1.02 

Remarks: * Results from the laboratory experiment by Ali et al. (2010) [21]. 
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5. Setting of the Parametric Study 

To study the influence of different variables on flexibility of the cold-formed steel connections, a parametric study 

was carried out numerically for the base connection and the member connection, which had different characteristics. 

The objective of the parametric study was to understand how the selected variables affected flexibility and rotational 

capacity of the connection. 

Three values for each variable were selected for each type of connection. For analysis of the base connection, the 

variables include bolt diameter (D), number of bolts in a group (N), bolt spacing (s), thickness of the U-shaped steel 

strap (tp), and thickness of the cold-formed steel section (tc). The bolt spacing is defined in Figure 6. Table 3 shows 

a summary of the variables employed in the parametric analysis for the column-base connection. There is a reference 

sample in each sample group. These reference samples possess the same set of parameters, including CB -D16, CB-

N3, CB-S105, CB-TP6, and CB-TC3. They are named differently to ease the comparison of the results for each 

parameter. 

 

Figure 6. Definition of bolt spacing in the column base connection 

Table 3. The selected parameters for the column base connection 

Parameter Sample 

Connection details 

D 

(mm) 

N 

(mm) 

s 

(mm) 

tp 

(mm) 

tc 

(mm) 

Bolt diameter 

CB-D12 12 3 105 6 3 

CB-D16 16 3 105 6 3 

CB-D24 24 3 105 6 3 

Number of bolts 

CB-N2 16 2 105 6 3 

CB-N3 16 3 105 6 3 

CB-N4 16 4 105 6 3 

Bolt spacing 

CB-S65 16 3 65 6 3 

CB-S105 16 3 105 6 3 

CB-S130 16 3 130 6 3 

Thickness of U-shape strap 

CB-TP3 16 3 105 3 3 

CB-TP6 16 3 105 6 3 

CB-TP9 16 3 105 9 3 

Thickness of member section 

CB-TC2 16 3 105 6 2 

CB-TC2.4 16 3 105 6 2.4 

CB-TC3 16 3 105 6 3 

Similar variables were also used for analysis of the member connection, except the thickness of the U-shaped steel 

strap which was replaced by the thickness of the gusset plate (tg), and the bolt spacing which was replaced by bolt group 

size (S). For each variable, the chosen values must not violate general design standards for cold-formed steel connection 

design and the chosen size of the parts must be available in practice. The geometrical details of each bolt group of the 

member connections are illustrated in Figure 7. Table 4 shows a summary of variables employed in the parametric 

analysis for the member connections. It should be noted that in the parametric study, the reference samples including 

D16, N4, S210, TG6 and TC3 are the same. 
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D12 D16, N4, S210, TG3, TG6, TG9, TC2, TC2.4, TC3 D24 

  
  

N6 N9 S350 S400 

Figure 7. Geometrical details of one bolt group for the numerical samples-[Unit: mm] 

Table 4. The selected parameters for the member connection 

Parameter Sample 
Connection details 

D (mm) N (mm) S (mm) tg (mm) tc (mm) 

Bolt diameter 

D12 12 4 210 6 3 

D16 16 4 210 6 3 

D24 24 4 210 6 3 

Number of bolts 

N4 16 4 210 6 3 

N6 16 6 210 6 3 

N9 16 9 210 6 3 

Size of bolt group 

S210 16 4 210 6 3 

S350 16 4 350 6 3 

S400 16 4 400 6 3 

Thickness of gusset plate 

TG3 16 4 210 3 3 

TG6 16 4 210 6 3 

TG9 16 4 210 9 3 

Thickness of member section 

TC2 16 4 210 6 2 

TC2.4 16 4 210 6 2.4 

TC3 16 4 210 6 3 

6. Analysis of the Results 

The numerical results for the parametric study are shown and discussed in this section for the column-base 

connection and the member connection. The rotational behaviors of the connections are illustrated via plots of moment-

rotation relationships, which are presented in a series of multi-segment lines to simplify the nonlinear curves. Three 

stages of the curves can be described. The first stage is from the origin to the point on the curve at two-thirds of the limit 

value of the moment capacity for 5% plastic strain. The initial rotational stiffness of the connection can be determined 

by the slope of the connecting line. The second stage presents the time when the graph begins to change slope. The lines 

are extended to the point at which the deformation of any bolt hole, either on the member or on the gusset plate, reaches 

5% plastic strain. According to EN1993-1-5 [45], the value of the 5% plastic strain is set as the limit value in the ultimate 

limit state design criterion. The final stage on the curve starts with another change of the slope to the point where the 

joint cannot bear any additional moment. The analysis continues until the force reaches the resistance of any bolts or 

any plates. If the shear and tension existing in a bolt are higher than the shear resistance, tension resistance, or tension-

shear interaction resistance of the bolt, the failure is considered a bolt failure. Otherwise, it is considered plate failure, 

which can be either on the member or the gusset when the plastic strain reaches 15%. 
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The rotational behaviors of the sample joints obtained from the analyses are presented in Figures 8 and 9 for the 

column base connection samples and the member connection samples, respectively. The ends of each segment are 

marked with different symbols. The points that define the initial rotational stiffness are marked with green circles. The 

yellow triangles are when the plastic strain at any point in the cold-formed steel profile or the connecting plate first 

reaches 5%. The red squares mark the points where any of the bolts or any of the plates resist the force at their maximum 

capacities. In some specimens, there may exist the red square but not a yellow triangle. This is because the failure occurs 

when the plastic strain development is below 5%. All the failure types are labeled. 

  

(a) Different bolt sizes (b) Different numbers of bolts 

  

(c) Different bolt spacings (d) Different U-shaped plate thicknesses 

 

(e) Different cold-formed steel thicknesses 

Figure 8. Moment-rotation relationships for the column base connection using different variables 
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(a) Different bolt sizes (b) Different numbers of bolts 

  
(c) Different bolt group sizes (d) Different gusset plate thicknesses 

 
(e) Different cold-formed steel thicknesses 

Figure 9. Moment-rotation relationships for the member connections using different variables 

The analysis results are presented in the following subsections. 

6.1. Effect on Stiffness, Strength and Failure 

6.1.1. The Base Connection 

Figure 10 shows how the five factors affected the rotational stiffness of the base connection at different levels based 

on the parametric research. The number of bolts was discovered to be the variable that had the greatest influence on 

rotational stiffness. Doubling the number of bolts could increase the rotational stiffness to 1.8 times and could increase 

moment capacity. The second most influential variable was the bolt diameter. Doubling the bolt size could increase the 

rotational stiffness of the connection by 1.5 times. Larger bolts in the connection could withstand higher moments, 

leading to the emergence of bolt hole elongation. As a result, the plate failed. In comparison, the variables that were less 

influential on changes in the rotational stiffness were the thickness of the cold-formed steel section, the thickness of the 

U-shaped strap, and the bolt spacing, in this order. Doubling the thickness of the cold-formed steel section and the straps 
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increased the rotational stiffness to 1.2 and 1.1 times, respectively. The change in bolt spacing in the vertical direction, 

however, did not show much improvement. 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

  
(d) (e) 

Figure 10. The initial rotational stiffness of the base connection when varying different parameters 

In terms of the moment capacity, adjusting any of the five parameters could upgrade the connection to resist the 

maximum moment of 51 kN-m (cf. Figure 8). All of the sample connections that could attain this maximum moment 

were found to fail due to bolt hole deformation on a cold-formed steel section flange. Using fewer bolts, smaller bolt 

sizes, or a thinner U-shaped strap may result in a substantially reduced moment capacity and different failure 

mechanisms. It should be noted that bearing between a bolt and the corresponding holes depended on the thickness of 

the connected member and the thickness of the U-shaped strap. For a much greater strap thickness, in comparison to 

thickness of the member section, the bending moment resistance and the angle of rotation were controlled by bolt hole 

elongation that appeared on the member section. Again, the parameter that had the least impact on moment capacity of 

the connection was the bolt spacing. By applying 1.5 times of the original bolt spacing, the rotational behavior still did 

not show obvious difference from the original case. As the transmission of the bending moment through the bolt of such 

a connection was in the form of vertical shear (cf. Figure 11), increasing the vertical distance had a relatively small 

effect on the rotation stiffness and the moment capacity of the connection.  

It should be noted that all of the samples could be denoted as the semi-rigid connections (partially restrained 

connections), in accordance with AISC 360-16 [15] and EN1993-1-8 [16]. 

 

Figure 11. Force transmission in the base connection 
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6.1.2.The Member Connection 

In this study, the member connection represents either the eave connection or the apex connection in the cold-formed 

steel portal frame. A bolt group was applied to attach the cold-formed steel member to the gusset plate on each side of 

the connection. The results of the parametric study on moment resistance and rotational behavior of the member 

connection are shown in Figures 9 and 12, which present the moment-rotation relationships of the member connection 

and the initial rotational stiffness, respectively. All the samples were classified as the semi-rigid connections (partially 

restrained connections), in accordance with AISC 360-16 [15] and EN1993-1-8 [16]. 

   
            (a)                  (b)                       (c) 

  
           (d)                (e) 

Figure 12. The initial rotational stiffnesses of the member connection when varying different parameters 

Among the five variables, the variable that most affected the rotational stiffness of the connection was the bolt group 

size. Doubling the bolt group size could increase the initial rotation stiffness to 2.2 times. As the distance from the center 

of rotation to each bolt was increased, the ability to withstand bending moment was higher. The second most influential 

variable was the bolt size. Doubling the bolt diameter could increase the initial rotation stiffness of the joint to 1.9 times. 

The third influential variable was the number of bolts. Adding one bolt in each row (from 2 to 3) while still keeping the 

same bolt group size could improve the stiffness to 1.4 times. With greater number of bolts, the force distribution to 

each bolt could be less at the same moment level. The failure mode could change from the bolt failure to the plate failure. 

However, according to the numerical result, change of the number of bolts without increasing the bolt group size might 

not be efficient for increasing the initial stiffness. 

Again, the two least influential variables to the change of the initial stiffness were the thickness of the member 

section and the thickness of the gusset plate. Both variables directly affected the ability to resist deformation of the bolt 

holes. The bigger difference between the gusset plate thickness and the member section thickness could lead to failure 

on a weaker element. Using thicker sections or plates could increase ability to resist moment, with higher stiffness and 

ductility up to a level. Upon increasing the thicknesses, it was likely that the bolt shear failure might occur.  

In terms of moment capacity, it is illustrated in Figure 9 that the maximum moment that could occur in the connection 

was almost 50 kN-m. The increase of the moment capacity could be achieved by increasing the bolt size, the number of 

bolts and the bolt group size. It was not likely that increasing the thickness of the member section or the thickness of the 

gusset plate could upgrade the moment capacity of the connection beyond 35 kN-m, and therefore, these two variables 

were the least influential to the moment capacity. The findings support the results from the earlier research [30] that 

increase of the thickness has a limited effect on the strength and the stiffness of the bolted connection. 
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6.2. Effect on Plastic Strain Development on the Steel Section 

From the numerical results, it was obvious that the rotational behavior of the connection was nonlinear. The moment-

rotation relationship was linear up to the point where yielding in the member section occurred. After the yielding, the 

plastic strain started to evolve on the steel section. The effects of different variables on the behavior of the bolted 

connection were explored by observing how the plastic strain was developed in the cold-formed steel section. 

In Figure 13, the development of plastic strain up to the limit stage (at 5%) was observed. In Figure 14, the amount 

of moment during the plastic strain development from the onset stage (0.1%) to the limit stage (at 5%) was plotted in 

the parametric study. It was found that increasing the bolt diameter, the bolt group size, the number of bolts, and the 

thickness of the steel section could obviously delay the development of plastic strain. Increasing the thickness of the 

gusset plate, however, did not affect the level of plastic strain development. This might be because the thickness of the 

gusset plate was much more than the thickness of the member section. 

  
(a) Bolt diameter (b) Number of bolts 

  
(c) Size of bolt group (d) Thickness of gusset plate 

 
(e) Thickness of cold-form steel section 

Figure 13. Plastic strain development in the steel section with varying parameters 
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      (a)               (b)            (c) 

  
           (d)        (e) 

Figure 14. The amount of moment during plastic strain development from 0.1% to 5%. 

6.3. Effect on Force Distribution in the Bolt Group 

The development of the plastic strain on the steel section is related to the force distribution in the bolt group. A 

higher shear force in the bolt causes a higher bearing force in the member section. As a result, the plastic strain near the 

edge of the bolt hole arises faster than at other sites, resulting in connection failure. The plate fails at the point of highest 

plastic strain development, resulting in bolt hole elongation on either the member section or the gusset plate. Failure of 

the connection can occur at different locations, depending on how the force is distributed. The bolt that is subjected to 

the largest shear force is likely to fail first by breakage of bolts under shear or by bolt hole elongation either in the 

connecting member or the gusset plate. In this subsection, a parametric study to determine force distribution in the bolt 

group is carried out for the member connection samples. Each bolt in the three bolt arrangements is named, as shown in 

Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. The bolt patterns 

The distributions of shear forces in the bolts are collected in Tables 5 to 9 for the connection samples in each variable 

group. For comparison, the shear forces were measured when the plastic strain at any point in the steel section reached 

5%. According to the numerical results, the transfer of bending moment through the connection to the bolts took the 

form of shear forces, which were not always evenly distributed in each bolt. With the same bolt pattern and group size, 

larger bolts have higher shear resistance when compared to the smaller bolts. Therefore, it could be seen from Table 5 

that the connections consisting of larger bolts could resist higher moments and were controlled by bolt hole deformation 

rather than bolt failure. Adding more bolts in the bolt group of the same size could increase the moment capacity. It can 

(a) 4 bolts (b) 6 bolts (c) 9 bolts 
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be seen from Table 6 that shear forces in the bolts were not equal in the bolt group for the 6-bolt system and the 9-bolt 

system; more forces appeared in the bolts on the outer perimeter of the bolt group. Despite the uneven distribution, the 

forces appeared to be almost proportional to the distances from each bolt to the center of the bolt group. This finding 

confirmed the validity of the proposed equations from the previous study [10]. By comparing Tables 5 and 6, using a 

larger size of bolts appeared to be more efficient in increasing the moment resistance than adding the number of bolts, 

considering the same bolt group size. It depended, however, on the bolt arrangement as well. The layout that evenly 

distributes the bolts from the center of the bolt group would be the most efficient. 

Table 5. Shear force distribution in the bolt group with different bolt diameters 

Sample 
Bolt diameter 

D (mm) 

Moment at 5% plastic 

strain (kN-m) 

Shear in bolt (kN) 

B1 B2 B3 B4 

D12 12 7.81*  31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 

D16 16 8.92  48.9 49.7 48.9 48.7 

D24 24 5.48  69.0 73.7 69.8 67.5 

   *Remark :Failure of the connection is due to shear failure of bolts. 

Table 6. Shear force distribution in the bolt group with different number of bolts 

Sample 
Number of 

bolts N 

Moment at 5% plastic 

strain (kN-m) 

Shear in bolt (kN) 

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 

N4 4 29.1 48.9 49.7 48.9 48.7 - - - - - 

N6 6 36.5 48.0 38.0 49.2 48.1 37.7 47.3 - - - 

N9 9 41.3 33.6 0.5 33.7 45.3 36.1 46.5 45.0 35.4 43.6 

Table 7. Shear force distribution in the bolt group with different bolt group sizes 

Sample 
Bolt group size 

S (mm) 

Moment at 5% plastic 

strain (kN-m) 

Shear in bolt (kN) 

B1 B2 B3 B4 

S210 210 29.1 48.9 48.9 49.7 48.9 

S350 350 38.3 46.8 46.8 49.0 46.4 

S400 400 41.3 45.5 45.5 48.1 45.2 

Table 8. Shear force distribution in the bolt group with different gusset plate thicknesses 

Sample 
Gusset plate 

thickness tg (mm) 

Moment at 5% 

plastic strain (kN-m) 

Shear in bolt (kN) 

B1 B2 B3 B4 

TG3 3 28.0* 48.4 47.6 46.0 47.0 

TG6 6 29.1 48.9 49.7 48.9 48.7 

TG9 9 28.9 48.4 49.4 48.4 48.5 

Remarks :*The plastic strain in the gusset plate reached 5% 

Table 9. Force distribution at bolts for different member thicknesses 

Sample 
Member 

thickness tc  (mm) 

Moment at 5% 

plastic strain (kN-m) 

Shear in bolt (kN) 

B1 B2 B3 B4 

TC2 2 19.5 32.6 33.4 32.6 32.7 

TC2.4 2.4 23.4 39.2 40.1 39.2 39.2 

TC3 3 29.1 48.9 49.7 48.9 48.7 

From Table 7, increasing bolt group size could greatly increase the joint moment capacity due to the increased 

moment arms. It was also observed that, for the greater distance between the bolts, the distribution of force to the bolts 

became more uneven. Tables 8 and 9 show that changes of the gusset plate thickness or the member thickness did not 

much affect the shear force distribution in the connection. From all of the samples, it was observed that the shear forces 

were dominant in the corner bolts rather than in the bolts around the center of the bolt group. The distribution of the 

equivalent plastic strain and the Von Mises stress in the specimens with three different bolt sizes (i.e., D12, D16, and 

D24 specimens) and with three numbers of bolts (i.e., N4, N6, and N9 specimens) is shown in Figures 16 and 17, 
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respectively. With larger bolts or more bolts, the Von Mises stress distribution became more evenly distributed on the 

steel profile. It was also observed that larger plastic deformations appeared at the bolt holes closer to the member profile, 

where the moment was applied, than at the other end. 

 

Figure 16. Distribution of equivalent plastic strain and Von Mises stress for D12 when the bolts failed and for D16 and D24 

specimens when the plastic strain reached 5% 

 

Figure 17. Distribution of equivalent plastic strain and Von Mises stress for N4, N6 and N9 specimens when the plastic 

strain reached 5% 

7. Conclusions 

The purpose of this research is to study variables affecting the rotational stiffness and behavior of the cold-formed 

steel connection assembled from single-lipped channel cold-formed steel sections by means of a bolt-gusset plate 

system. The variables involved in this study include the bolt size, the number of bolts, the bolt spacing, the member 

thickness, and the gusset plate thickness. The results of the parametric study can be summarized as follows: 
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 The given cold-formed steel connection using the bolt-gusset plate system exhibited semi-rigid rotational 

behavior, which was expressed through the nonlinear relationship between the moment and the angle of rotation 

of the connection. It was found that the rotational behavior of the connection depended on the details of the 

assembly.  

 There were two failure types of the cold-formed steel connection in this study. The first type was failure due to 

excessive bolt hole elongation, leading to plate failure in either the cold-formed steel member or the connecting 

plate (the U-shaped strap/the gusset plate). The second pattern was failure due to the breakage of bolts under 

shear stress.  

 For the given base connection, it was found that the variables that affected the initial rotational stiffness of the 

connection the most were the number of bolts and the bolt diameter. The stiffness may also be affected by the 

thickness of the member and the thickness of the U-shaped strap. It was, however, observed that adjusting the 

bolt spacing for this type of connection did not cause any noticeable change in the rotational behavior. Higher 

moment capacities were observed when the plate deformation reached its limit stage rather than when the bolts 

reached their capacity.  

 For the given member connection, the most influential variables in the rotational behavior were the bolt group 

size (also implying the bolt spacing), the bolt diameter, and the number of bolts. The bolt group size was found 

to be a very influential parameter in the initial stiffness of the member connection. The thickness of the member 

section and the thickness of the gusset plate, on the other hand, might have only a little impact on stiffness and 

moment capacity.  

 The distribution of shear forces in the bolt group was related to the distances from each bolt to the center of the 

bolt group. The forces were initially distributed according to the distance from the center of the bolt group. 

However, the force distribution in the bolt group appeared to vary during the plastic strain development. Larger 

plastic deformations appeared closer to the applied load at the bolt holes on the steel profile. 

As the cold-formed steel structures are made of lightweight and thin sections, they may have a rather different load-

bearing behavior from structures made of other materials. Because the results of this study are limited to the chosen 

bolt-gusset plate connection system based on a certain set of parameters, the research can be further expanded. The 

connection details may be more specific and suitable for applications in different structures, such as seismic-resistant 

structures [46–47]. Further investigation may be on other techniques of connecting members, such as the use of self-

drilling screws instead of bolts, which can be more economical for structural assembly [48]. With a better understanding 

of the parameters involving bolt connection behavior, an efficient cold-formed steel structure design should be obtained. 
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